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Abstract: 
 

An intense cyclone February 28-29
th 

developed across the central plains as a sharp potential 

vorticity anomaly ejected the Rockies. A relatively long period off leeside troughing preceding 

the ejecting PV anomaly and favorable low level flow trajectories off the Gulf of Mexico 

provided for a moist warm sector featuring high low level theta-e. The synergistic interaction 

between these two dynamic atmospheric quantities set in motion a sequence of events ultimately 

leading to strong mutual amplification (positive feedback cyclogenesis) of two separate 

upper/lower PV anomalies. The development of deep, moist convection (DMC) across the warm 

conveyor belt (WCB) near the center of the cyclone resulted in the enhanced release of latent 

energy (LHR) via water vapor condensation (differential diabatic heating). This significantly 

altered the development stage of the cyclone as the low level anomaly rapidly tightened—

enhancing moisture transport, thermal advection patterns, and frontogenesis.  As a result of these 

alterations, the effective phase speed of the lead upper PV anomaly was significantly decreased, 

resulting in rapid occlusion and a stalled cyclone with intense cold conveyor belt (CCB) flow and 

a significant TROWAL snow band as the low level WCB wrapped up into the tightly wound 

cyclone. Numerical guidance failed to simulate this rapid intensification and the resulting local 

high impact event across portions of northern Nebraska. The use of both QG qualitative analysis 

and PV non-conservation prove useful in discussing the evolution of this cyclone. 

 

An Intro Discussion on Rapid Cyclogenesis: 

 

The development of cyclones leeside of the Rockies can be a tricky forecast issue owing to the unique 

topography of the United States Rocky Mountain system, the flat plains of the central U.S., and the 

relatively warm and moist Gulf of Mexico. In prevailing westerly flow, these antecedent conditions 

create an environment favorable for both deep, moist convection (DMC) as well as rapid synoptic scale 

cyclogenesis. Given the right circumstances, these events can result in major high impact weather events 

and very challenging forecasts. 

 

For many years, researchers and meteorologists heavily described synoptic scale development based on 

the dry, inviscid, baroclinic dynamics associated with perturbation wave amplification (Stoelinga). Even 

basic sets of the quasi-geostrophic equations (QG chi and omega) typically drop the ―diabatic‖ and 

―friction‖ terms, emphasizing only the thermal advection and differential vorticity advection terms. Over 

the past few decades, however, significant scientific research employing idealized numerical simulations 

has shown moist diabatic processes often play a significant role in extratropical cyclone development—

especially rapid cyclogenesis.  

 

Rapid cyclogenesis is a well-known phenomenon to meteorologists. Under the right circumstances, 

cyclones can exhibit extreme intensification rates often characterized by an antecedent slow growth 

period followed by rapid deepening. Gyakum (1983, 1991) and Bosart (1986) found that certain cases of 

extreme cyclogenesis seemed to form in regions of preexisting surface frontogenesis and heavy 

precipitation (Gyakum et al. 1992). Moreover, they found that low level vorticity generation during the 

antecedent stages of cyclone growth can play a major role in potential rapid cyclogenesis. Hoskins and 

Berrisford (1987) found the rapid intensification of a British Isles cyclone in 1987 could be attributed to 



the relationship between a broad upper IPV max and an intense small scale lower IPV max. Hoskins and 

Berrisford (1988) and Sanders (1986) understood the critical synergistic relationship between the low 

level circulation with the 500 hpa/upper level disturbance working in ―tandem‖. 

 

Other studies, taking more of a thermodynamic approach, have documented the critical importance of 

low level moisture and static stability. Gyakum (1983) and Rogers and Bosart (1986) found the most 

likely candidate for rapid intensification is weak static stability in the vicinity of the low level cyclone. 

Brennan et al. (2007), using a potential vorticity approach, found that poorly modeled forecasts of 

incipient precipitation (IP) led to poorly resolved diabatically produced lower tropospheric cyclonic PV 

anomalies. Through a piecewise PV inversion, the authors found that the generation of this low level PV 

accounted for more than 40% of the low level jet stream—significantly enhancing moisture transport 

into the cyclone. This can act as a positive feedback mechanism with respect to cylogenesis through 

further latent heat release. Stoelinga (1996), using a full physics simulation and applying a piecewise PV 

inversion, found that latent heating produced a low level PV anomaly which accounted for more than 

70% of the cyclone strength. They also found that upper level divergence and associated dynamic height 

field effects reduced the phase speed of the upper level wave—essentially ―coupling‖ the low level 

anomaly with the upper PV anomaly. This ―mutual amplification‖ process is similar to what Hoskins et 

al. (1985) discussed in their conceptual model of type B cyclogenesis where the low level theta anomaly 

positively reinforces the upper PV anomaly. This itself is not fundamentally different that the classic 

Sutcliffe-Petterssen Self Development Theory (Petterssen 1971). It is no surprise the presence of strong 

feedback processes typically result in the most significant forecast busts since numerical weather models 

tend to struggle with intense feedback processes, especially when DMC plays a role. 

 

An Intro Discussion on Cyclone Dynamics and Thermodynamics from a QG/PV Approach: 

 

The propagation of an upper level PV anomaly over a low level warm and moist region can effectively 

decrease the static stability (sometimes resulting in static instability) across the WCB of a cyclone. 

Moreover, enhanced low level moisture can result in significant latent heat of condensation release in 

the low to middle portions of the atmosphere. This can alter the 3-D PV distribution (or, from a QG 

height tendency perspective, can alter the upper height field through differential diabatic heating, a 

process similar to differential temperature advection). 

 

This is why many of the most intense extratropical cyclones are known to develop across the North 

Pacific and North Atlantic, locations where both intense baroclinic zones and pre-existing semi-

permanent moisture sources (i.e., high values of theta-e) reside. Numerical simulations conducted during 

the 1980's and1990's in large experiments such as ERICA (Experiment on Rapidly Intensifying 

Cyclones over the Atlantic), etc. showed diabatic processes can account for anywhere from 40-60% of 

the total cyclone energy budget (with respect to baroclinic processes). Dry, inviscid fluid flow 

considerations minus the diabatic processes typically result in a linear growth mode (normal mode) of 

the baroclinic wave (Whitaker and Davis). This observation can be made during the Northern 

Hemisphere winter as strong polar fronts form across the northern plains of the U.S. into the Canadian 

plains, typically featuring extreme low level baroclinic zones. Low amplitude upper level waves/PV 

anomalies ejecting the Rockies tend to amplify in relatively steady-state modes with long lasting low 

level cyclones that can cross the continent without occluding. The lack of moisture results in relatively 

sparse precipitation and a general lack of diabatic processes. It can be shown the aforementioned process 

can be explained by the effective Rossby Depth, defined as  , where L is a horizontal 



length,   is the coriolis parameter, and N is the Brunt Vaisala Frequency. The Brunt Vaisala Frequency 

is defined as N =  where  is the static stability. The Rossby Depth relates the potential 

for vertical coupling of the upper/lower anomalies (or, in other words, the ―effective‖ depth of the upper 

PV anomaly). A high average static stability would equate to needing a deeper upper level anomaly for 

potential vertical coupling and mutual amplification (aka positive feedback/self development). On the 

other hand, given a warm and moist warm sector (low static stability and a resultantly small N), the 

effective Rossby Depth is much lower (meaning the upper PV anomaly does not need to be as deep to 

force mutual amplification). The combination of both a deep tropopause anomaly and a very warm and 

moist warm sector can result in explosive cyclogenesis (intense nor'easters are a classic example as was 

the ―Superstorm‖ of 1993). 

 

Many feedback mechanisms on the synoptic scale exist, and each mechanism can contribute varying 

amounts to cyclone growth depending on the synoptic/mesoscale setup. For this discussion, however, 

the feedback mechanism relating to DMC and latent heat release and its resulting feedback to the high 

frequency (short wavelength, often much shorter than the meandering Rossby waves) upper level 

tropopause perturbation will be examined. Because feedback processes result in non-linear growth 

modes, it should be noted that the timing of rapid cyclogenesis is absolutely crucial in the eventual 

track/intensity of the cyclone and the observed precipitation distribution. Gyakum et al. (1993) noted in 

their study that significant amplitude differences may result depending on the timing of antecedent 

cyclogenesis using similar initial value conditions.  In some instances, late incipient cyclogenesis can 

result in a linear growth mode with only minor effects while, if timed perfectly, incipient cyclogenesis 

can result in extreme non-linear cyclogenesis (i.e., the difference between a major nor'easter curving 

along the eastern seaboard or an out to sea storm. Boxing Day Blizzard 2011, a NESIS 3 nor'easter, was 

an absolute extreme example where 1-2 hour differences with respect to the onset of incipient 

cyclogenesis in the numerical models resulted in drastically different storm tracks). Feedback 

cyclogenesis can also result in extreme numerical model simulation discrepancies (both from a run-by-

run consistency perspective [dprog/dt] as well as across model platforms). It becomes clear that 

understanding the potential for feedback cyclogenesis is of utmost importance in the forecast process. It 

is no wonder the major high impact events can likely be attributed to the process of rapid cyclogenesis. 

 

The QG vertical motion and height tendency equations (omega and chi, respectively) are very useful 

tools for assessing atmospheric motion and height tendency fields. Derived from the thermodynamic 

energy equation and the vorticity equation, both equations are elliptic partial differential equations that 

are useful in qualitative assessment (not quantitative, otherwise the Q-Vector approach is needed). A 

long discussion on the derivation or the terms will not be made here, but the main terms of interest for 

this case are the differential temperature advection and differential diabatic heating terms of the QG chi 

height tendency equation (below). These terms qualitatively work in a similar manner with respect to 

geopotential height tendencies in that low level warm air advection decreasing with height acts to 

increase heights above the local maximum while differential diabatic heating will increase heights 

locally above the maximum. Below the maxima, heights will fall. 



 
 

Potential vorticity is not a new concept to meteorological thought, and in fact, it does not differ in any 

way (qualitatively) from the quasi-geostrophic theory school of thought since both are derived from the 

primitive equations of motion (although different assumptions are made in the derivations). PV research 

has been ongoing since the first half of the 1900s, but it was not until the groundbreaking research of 

Hoskins et al. in 1985 (HMR) that PV became a highly useful research and forecasting tool.  

 

Research with respect to PV dynamics since the mid 1980s has quantified the role of both conservative 

and non-conservative PV processes in association with the rapid intensification process. These non-

conservative processes have a tendency to result in enhanced non-linear feedback processes (both 

positive and negative) during the cyclone development phase. PV diagnostics has proven to be highly 

useful in the forecast process since PV, by definition, is conserved in inviscid, adiabatic flow. Potential 

vorticity is defined as, 

  
where  is the absolute vorticity vector, is density, and  is the gradient of potential temperature. 1 

PVU (potential vorticity unit) = 1.0 x    K . In other words, PV is proportional to the 

product of absolute vorticity and static stability (Brennan). It is useful to consider PV because the non-

conservation of PV (through diabatic processes) can be a significant forecast aid hinting at the potential 

for significant feedback to the synoptic scale. It is these feedback cyclones that can wreak havoc on even 

the most sophisticated numerical weather models, and more often than not, these rare cyclones represent 

a large majority of the major high impact weather events. Having this knowledge not only enhances the 

forecast, but it can also prove especially useful when the forecast is changing rapidly. This enhanced 

situational awareness will help the forecaster make quicker and more confident adjustments when the 

numerical model simulations are quickly going awry. 

 

 

 



 

Synoptic Environment: 

 

The large scale flow pattern on the 28
th

 of February was dominated by a broad but low amplitude ridge 

axis across the central U.S. (Fig. 1). A large and long lasting surface Bermuda high resulted in very long 

easterly low level flow crossing across the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico before returning northward 

through the southern plains. 

 

 

 

This long preconditioning resulted in very moist surface dewpoints ranging from the mid to upper 60s 

across southern TX to the mid 50s across the TX Panhandle (Fig. 2). A significant trough in split flow 

was evident across the western U.S. with the upper level 500 hpa trough axis extending into Mexico. By 

12Z the 28
th

, a 130 knot straight jet streak was located over the 4-corners region of the U.S. with a 

weaker 110 knot subtropical jet across northern Mexico nosing into western Texas. This broad southwest 

flow was evident at 700 hpa as well, forcing a strong cross barrier flow component and subsequent 

leeside troughing through the central and southern plains. Strong southerly low level flow resulted in a 

rapid northward progression of the warm front and strong warm air/moisture advection across the 

Figure 1. 12z 28th 300 hpa ECMWF Analysis 

 



southern plains with a ―inverted V‖ warm sector. Dewpoints exceeded 50 degrees F near the tip of the 

inverted V which, by 00z the 29
th

, was expected to be entering southern NE. At the base of the upper 

level trough, a high frequency/small scale upper level perturbation existed which was directly located 

over the 4 corners at 18z. This perturbation can be seen along the 1.5 PVU surface 

 
 

 

 

(dynamic tropopause) indicating the height (on pressure surfaces) of the 1.5 PVU surface. Higher 

pressure corresponds to a deeper perturbation anomaly which, as will be discussed later, is an important 

dynamical quantity when assessing the potential for rapid cyclogenesis. This upper level geopotential 

height anomaly was forecast by numerical guidance to rapidly deamplify and eject into the central plains 

by 18-21z the 28th in conjunction with the inverted V low level warm sector. 

 

Antecedent surface cyclogenesis was expected to ensue prior to ejection via leeside cyclogenesis 

processes followed by baroclinic/diabatic processes after the ejection into the plains of the upper level 

PV anomaly. Numerical guidance suggested the potential for significant cyclogenesis, but most 

numerical guidance struggled with the onset of rapid cyclogenesis, the exact position of the ejecting 

upper PV anomaly, and the synergistic development between the two (if any at all). The resulting 

simulations ranged from relatively weak early stage cyclogenesis leading to a progressive warm 

front/advection pattern across the WCB to a stalled out low near the SD/MN/IA/NE borders. 

 

Many numerical weather models early the 28
th

 (and all the way back to the 26
th

 and 27
th

) were ejecting 

Figure 2. 12z 28th Surface Analysis 



the lead upper level PV anomaly across the western NE panhandle (NAM12, Global GEM, GFS). The 

ECMWF, for the past three previous days, simulated an ejection point across southwestern NE with the 

upper PV anomaly propagating northeastward into central Nebraska. These seemingly minor 

discrepancies had relatively large consequences on the development of the cyclone as a 

northward/westward ejection would essentially result in little to no vertical coupling between the upper 

PV anomaly and the low level theta anomaly. As discussed above, case studies and numerical research 

has proven the significant importance of moist diabatic processes with respect to rapid cyclogenesis. As 

will be shown later, significant non-linear dynamic interactions (rapid positive feedback) developed late 

on the 28
th

 through the early part of the 29
th

 as the upper PV anomaly intersected the low level warm 

sector. 

 

Rapid Intensification Phase: 

 

a. Surface Development 

 

At 15Z February 28
th

, a 999 hpa leeside low was anchored to the Rocky Mountain Front Range across 

NE Colorado. The moist warm sector is clearly visible with the inverted V nosing into far SW Nebraska 

with a NW-SE oriented warm front stretching through Kansas. The upper PV anomaly seems to eject 

somewhere around 17/18z the 28
th

 as the surface low becomes mobile and begins processing WCB air 

into the center of the cyclone.  

 

 

Figures 3 and 4. 28th 18z and 21z MSAS MSL Pressure (hpa). Dewpoint is the background image. 



In the meantime, the warm front is now stretched across southern NE with the low deepening slightly to 

998 hpa. By 21z, rapid cyclogenesis is ensuing with the low deepening into the 993 hpa range (with 992 

hpa recorded at LBF at 22z). Numerous thunderstorms initiated along the triple point/dryline centered 

over west-central Nebraska before propagating northeast over the warm front.    

 

By 07z the surface cyclone 

occludes with the low 

―bending‖ back to the west- 

northwest with respect to 

overall cyclone propagation. 

This results in a stalled 

forward progression with 

respect to the surface. By 09z 

the surface low remains 

stalled and continues to 

deepen below 998 hpa—two 

hours after surface occlusion. 

By this point, a strong CCB 

pressure gradient exists with 

west-northwest winds gusting 

into the mid 40s. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 5 and 6. 29th 03z and 06z MSAS MSL Pressure (hpa). Dewpoint is the background image. 

Figure 7. Same as above except 09z 



b. Moist Convection and Latent Heat Release: 

 

DMC can often play a significant role in extratropical cyclone development by altering the PV fields 

and/or the omega and height tendency fields through the release of latent heat. This diabatic process, 

featured in both the equation for PV as well as the classic QG omega/chi equations, can result in strong 

positive and/or negative feedback to a developing extratropical cyclone. 

 

As will be shown, a short period of vigorous DMC near the center of the cyclone seemed to alter low 

level PV generation. This resulted in a positive feedback relationship between low level moisture 

transport, thermal advective processes, and the upper level height field tendencies. This strengthened 

and reinforced the transverse ageostrophic jet circulation on the cyclonic shear side of the upper jet and 

forced a strong synergistic relationship between thermodynamic/dynamic forcing mechanisms that, 

under weaker cyclogenesis, otherwise would have had a tendency to cancel each other out (e.g., 

differential cyclonic vorticity advection and thermal warm advection out of phase). 

 

Relatively weak and disorganized DMC began to form across southwest Nebraska in the narrow warm 

sector ahead of the surging surface dryline and the ejecting upper PV anomaly around 1900Z. More 

organized DMC developed along the surging dryline/triple point and propagated along a well-defined 

surface inverted trof axis that extended from northern Lincoln County into Cherry County. The 21z RUC 

analysis at 22z (Fig. 9) depicted an increasingly large field of 850 hpa 1-3 PVU (Potential Vorticity Unit) 

developing across north-central Nebraska. A region of explosive 850 hpa 2-D Frontogenesis developed 

in the vicinity of the 850 hpa PV anomaly as moist convection began to propagate over the warm front. 

Because PV is equivalent to the product of relative vorticity and static stability, the release of diabatic 

heat within and 

above the warm 

front will 

effectively 

stabilize the 

region below the 

diabatic heat 

release maxima. 

This results in the 

production of low 

level PV which, 

in turn, influences 

the low level 

mass fields by 

cyclonically 

turning the low 

level flow vectors 

(Ekman 

Pumping). This 

process increases 

moisture 

convergence 

along the front  

Figure 8. NAM12 Initialized 00Z 29
th

 @ 03z. Image is 1.5 PVU on theta 

surfaces. Yellow lines are equivalent potential temperature (theta-e) at the 

surface. Note the “classic” hook signature to the upper PV as the upper and 

lower anomalies mutually amplify one another.  



 

Figure 9. 21z RUC 40 @ 22z. 1.5 PV pressure surface red contours, 850 hpa PVU beige dashed lines, 

850 hpa winds cyan barbs, image is 850 hpa 2-d Petterssen Frontogenesis (K/m/1e10s).  

while simultaneously increasing frontogenesis/vertical forcing. This process feeds back to the low level 

cyclone by forcing increasing latent heat release as moist frontal air rises and condenses. By 23Z, the 

convective elements began to turn cyclonically around 3000-6000 feet MSL (indicative of a rapidly 

developing low level PV/cyclone) indicated by the KLNX radar before merging into the rapidly 

developing TROWAL. Equivalently, the QG chi height tendency equation qualitatively says differential 

diabatic heating (LHR maxima aloft) above a particular region will force geopotential height falls (i.e., 

low level geopotential height falls)-- seen as a tightening of the low level cyclone, increasing mass 

flows, and enhanced moisture transport and convergence. 

 

c. Mutual Amplification: 

 

By 21z, operational numerical models and the RUC model ejected the upper PV anomaly across 

southwest Nebraska before intersecting the low level theta anomaly. Most numerical guidance 



(especially the 12z 28
th

 NAM12 and 12z GGEM, not shown) rapidly ejected the PV anomaly across 

western NE into SD. The consequence of this westward ejection was the upper PV anomaly would have 

a relatively minimal interaction with the low level theta anomaly. This weak vertical coupling resulted in 

delayed rapid cylogenesis until the cyclone propagated into SD/MN. These simulations depicted a high 

phase speed of the upper PV and little to no TROWAL development across northern Nebraska. The 12z 

ECMWF and later runs of the NAM12/RUC40 hinted at a farther south and east ejection with the upper 

PV effectively intersecting the low level theta gradient (Fig. 7). This had significant implications on 

cyclone development and alterations to the upper level height field. 

 

In adiabatic and frictionless flow, PV is conserved. However, when LHR is introduced, diabatic 

processes results in PV non-conservation. Studies have shown latent heat release associated with moist 

convection/low level frontogenesis will typically result in a LHR maxima in the mid-levels. This has the 

result of decreasing static stability above the local maxima which both lowers the effective Rossby 

Depth while simultaneously destroying upper level PV. Figs. 9 and 10, vertical cross sections oriented 

perpendicular to the upper PV anomaly, depict the process of upper level PV destruction, decreased 

static stability above the DMC induced LHR maximum (note the spreading isentropes above 500 hpa  

and the ―destroyed‖ upper PV ahead of the tropopause fold at 06z), and the strong omega fields ahead of 

the upper PV anomaly at 06z. 

These processes 

effectively slow the 

propagation speed 

of the upper PV 

anomaly while also 

increasing the 

magnitude of PV 

advection, 

subsequently 

forcing stronger 

vertical motion 

fields over a more 

compact 

geographic region. 

In a QG 

framework, 

differential diabatic 

heat release results 

in upper level 

height rises above 

the LHR maxima 

and ahead of the 

upstream 

shortwave 

(differential 

diabatic heating 

works exactly like 

the differential 
Figure 10. 00z 29

th
 NAM12 @ 00z. Image is PV, white contours are isentropes, tan 

lines are omega in ub/s (solid is upward omega, dashed is downward). 



temperature advection term). Height rises occur via thickness increases above the local LHR maxima 

(hypsometric equation). This dynamic effect builds the upstream upper level ridge axis which essentially 

 

 

Figure 11. 00z 29
th

 NAM12 @ 06z. Image is PV, white contours are isentropes, tan lines are omega in 

ub/s (solid is upward omega, dashed is downward). 

decreases the wavelength and can ―block‖ the flow pattern. Moreover, this process can enhance jet 

streak curvature and the transverse ageostrophic jet circulation and associated mass divergence (Figs. 13 

and 14). This not only forces larger values of differential cyclonic vorticity advection (similar to a 

stronger PV advection couplet), but the differential cyclonic vorticity advection and warm air advection 

terms have a tendency to enhance one another instead of cancel each other out (equivalent to the 

advection of geostrophic vorticity by the thermal wind in the Trenberth formulation of the QG omega 

equation), forcing deep layer mass ascent fields. This analogy fits perfectly within the framework of PV 

and the effective Rossby Depth as the two anomalies are now vertically coupled/mutually amplifying 

one another through synergistic lower and upper level processes (i.e., self-development).  

 

By 00z the 29th, as depicted by all 00z operational guidance as well as the RUC40, the upper PV 

anomaly and the low level PV are now ―coupled‖ with strong mutual amplification of the two anomalies 

in progress. As discussed above, increased differential diabatic heat release had a tendency to force 

upper height rises ahead of the PV anomaly. This essentially results in an increasingly cyclonically 

sheared upper level jet axis. This significantly enhances the exit region of the transverse ageostrophic 



circulation. The 06z NAM analysis depicts this well (Figs. 13 and 14) with strong divergence of the 300 

hpa ageostrophic flow vectors.  Satellite imagery at 0600-0700z (Fig. 12) depicted the intense vertical 

motion fields as transverse ―jet bands‖, often a classic signature in intense cyclones, suggesting extreme 

upper level mass divergence and intense horizontal speed shear which distorts the cloud bands.  

 

 

Figure 12. Enhanced IR February 29
th

 @ 0645z. 

 

The air ascending the upper jet streak circulation is DMC forming across southwest MN and northwest 

IA ―feeding‖ directly through the WCB and ascending the jet circulation, wrapping around the upper PV, 

then descending and becoming part of the dry airstream (the stratospheric intrusion region). This is a 

classic configuration for rapid cyclogenesis as it promotes strong slantwise vertical mass ascent and 

intense surface pressure gradients. 

 



 

Figure 13. 00z 29
th

 NAM12 Analysis. 300 hpa height (thick black contours), wind speed (image), 300 

hpa ageostrophic winds (barbs) with analyzed ridge and trough axes in red. 

 



 

Figure 14. Same as above except 06z NAM12 analysis  

 

dprog/dt Analysis: 

 

It is useful to perform a dprog/dt analysis since this qualitatively depicts the effects of the processes 

discussed above on the numerical models, but it also shows how models can ―trend‖ with respect to 

various dynamic/thermodynamic quantities with respect to model run. In feedback cyclogenesis, 

relatively small differences in a dynamic quantity from one run to the next can yield significant results 

with respect to the overall solution (e.g., a slight horizontal adjustment of the ejecting PV anomaly could 

yield a 10 hpa increase/decrease in the overall simulated MSLP). Moreover, since a piecewise PV 



inversion for quantitative analysis is not practical, a dprog/dt analysis is useful for qualitatively 

assessing the latent energy effects on this particular cyclones development.  

 

The NAM12 will be utilized for this analysis since it struggled with rapid intensification preceding the 

event. While it never successfully simulated a ―correct forecast‖ for this event, it did come reasonably 

close as the event neared. The NAM also made relatively small but consistent ―steps‖ towards the 

correct solution. The NAM 12 analysis simulations will range from the 28
th

 at 00z to the 29
th

 at 06z. 

ECMWF plots are also provided for a comparison. 

 

a: NAM12 1.5 PVU @ 00z 29
th 

 

A clear progression occurs in the NAM from the 28
th

 00z forecast to the 29
th

 00z. The 00z, 06z, and 12z 

runs simulate the position of the lead upper PV anomaly across central SD at 00z, indicative of a faster 

phase speed through NE. The 18z NAM is the first to indicate upper level PV destruction via 

convectively enhanced latent heat release. This is seen as the ―separation‖ of the lead anomaly from the 

main anomaly across Kansas and southern Nebraska. By 00z, the effect of latent heat release is to 

completely destroy all upper PV across SD and northern Nebraska with the main anomaly lagging well 

into far southern NE. This PV configuration is significantly slower and would result in a much stronger 

PV advection couplet. 

 

  

 

Figure 16. 28th 06z NAM12  Figure 15. 28
th

 00z NAM12  



 

Figure 18. 28
th

 18z NAM12 

 

 

Figure 19. 29
th

 00z NAM12 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. 28
th

 12z NAM12 



b. NAM12 850 PVU/850 hpa Winds @ 00z 29
th 

 

NAM12 850 hpa PVU showed a general progression with time of less low level PV development across 

SD ahead of the upper anomaly. The 28
th

 00z and 06z runs developed little to no low level PV across NE 

with a relatively weak and broad 850 hpa circulation centered across southern SD. The 12z and 18z runs 

began to suggest low level PV production across NE near the head of the main upper PV max. The low 

level mass response was more significant in the 18z NAM with a tighter and more convergent 850 hpa 

circulation centered farther south near the SD/NE border. The 29
th

 00z run simulated an explosion of 

low level PV production centered farther south and west than any previous run, and the low level mass 

response was significant with a tight 850 hpa circulation across west central Nebraska. 
 

 

 

Figure 21. 28
th

 06z NAM12
 

 

 

 

Figure 20. 28
th

 00z NAM12  

 



 

 

Figure 24. 29
th

 00z NAM12 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22. 28
th

 12z NAM12 Figure 23. 28
th

 18z NAM12 



c. NAM12 700-500 hpa RH and MSLP @ 06z 29
th 

 

NAM12 700-500 hpa average RH (roughly corresponding to the position of the mid level TROWAL) 

and MSLP correlates strongly to the general dprog/dt progression seen in parts a and b above. The 

surface low simulated by the 28
th

 06z and 12z  NAM12 is roughly centered over southeast SD around 

994 hpa. Both simulations feature a relatively ―flat‖ TROWAL with the highest 700-500 hpa RH north 

of the Nebraska border. The 29
th

 06z NAM (analysis) simulated a powerful and ―bent-back‖ 990 hpa 

surface low centered over the NE/IA/SD borders with a sharp cold side pressure gradient. A very 

amplified and strong TROWAL extended through central Nebraska. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. 28
th

 18z NAM12 

 

Figure 25. 28
th

 06z NAM12  



 

Figure 27. 29
th

 06z NAM12 

 

d. ECMWF 500 hpa Geopotential Height and Vorticity @ 06z 29
th

  

 

 

Figure 29. 28
th

 12z ECMWF Figure 28. 28
th

 00z ECMWF 



 

Figure 30. 29
th

 00z ECMWF 

 

e. ECMWF 700-500 hpa RH and MSLP @ 06z 29
th

  

 

 

 

Figure 32. 28
th

 12z ECMWF 

 

 

Figure 31. 28
th

 00z ECMWF 

 



 

Figure 33. 29
th

 00z ECMWF 

 

Impacts: 

 

 

Figure 35. 28
th

 2325z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 1 Figure 34. 28
th

 2205z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 



   

 

 

 

 

Figure 39. 29
th

 0206z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 

Figure 36. 29
th

 0002z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity  Figure 37. 29
th

 0048z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 

Figure 38. 29
th

 0124z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 



 

Figure 41. 29
th

 0644z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 43. 28
th

 2215z Enhanced IR 

Figure 40. 29
th

 0644z KLNX 0.5  Reflectivity 

Figure 42. 28
th

 2115z Enhanced IR  



 

 

Figure 45. 29
th

 0015z Enhanced IR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. 29
th

 0215z Enhanced IR 

Figure 44. 28
th

 2315z Enhanced IR  

Figure 46. 29
th

 0115z Enhanced IR 



 

 

 

 

Figure 49. 29
th

 0415z Enhanced IR 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 50. 29
th

 0515z Enhanced IR 

Figure 48. 29
th

 0315z Enhanced IR  



Global numerical guidance portrayed a significant storm event for five days before the storm unfolded. 

The ECMWF was especially skillful in depicting the track of the surface low and the ejection point of 

the upper PV anomaly. Nonetheless, all global numerical models, especially the ECMWF, over 

emphasized the cold sector baroclinity (potential energy) the days leading to the event. The result was a 

slow ―downtrend‖ in simulated intensity with each progressive day by all numerical guidance. Early 

global model runs days 3-5 suggesting extreme cyclogenesis, deep geopotential height falls, and a 

stalled low tracking across northern Iowa began to suggest a slower deepening rate and a northward 

track into central MN. This had major impacts on the forecast for much of the northern plains into 

Nebraska with respect to precipitation distribution, precipitation types, and the low level mass field flow. 

For the LBF CWA, a Winter Storm Watch was issued across the northern CWA the 26
th

 at 320 PM CST 

for the potential of 4-8‖ snow accumulations and 50 MPH winds. The Winter Storm Watch was canceled 

the 28
th

 at 340 AM CST mentioning a late arrival of the cold air and significantly decreased snow 

amounts of an inch or less. A Winter Storm Warning was reissued at 936 PM CST the 28
th

 with snowfall 

totals of 4-7‖, winds up to 45 MPH, and widespread blowing and drifting with whiteout conditions. By 

this time, significant impacts were already unfolding with heavy snow being reported across Valentine 

with near blizzard conditions. Numerous vehicles in Valentine were reported stranded with multiple 

rescues. Moreover, farther upstream, the rapid occlusion and ultimate stalling of the cyclone resulted in 

a null event across portions of ND where a heavy axis of snow was expected to fall. Across portions of 

southern MN, the rapid height falls resulted in an early changeover and heavy burst of snow during the 

early morning rush hour. This storm was a classic example of rapid feedback cyclogenesis with regional 

high impacts to society. 

 

Discussion and Conclusions: 

 

This case study has attempted to show that, while numerical weather models may not offer the correct 

simulations, the dynamical data they provide can still prove useful in forecasting the potential solution. 

This becomes especially true when identifying the potential for significant diabatic effects which may 

influence the development of the cyclone. Rapid cyclogenesis is a problem which will likely not be 

solvable by numerical models for a long time to come. The extremity of these events and the rapid 

―cascading‖ processes that can develop during extratropical rapid cyclogenesis can wreak havoc on 

many of the parameterizations (especially convective and cloud parameterizations) and the data 

assimilation systems of even the most advanced modeling systems. These events also have a tendency to 

be extremely rare from a climatology standpoint, but they often result in the most significant disruptions 

to society. Understanding the ―why‖ with respect to rapid cyclogenesis is the first step in understanding 

how to more effectively use the numerical guidance when cyclone feedback scenarios present 

themselves.  

 

This investigation has assessed the notion that rapid cyclogenesis and occlusion of the February 28
th

-29
th

 

cyclone was the result of differential diabatic heat release near the intersection of the upper PV 

anomaly/low level theta-e anomaly. While a piecewise PV inversion was not conducted, data from the 

NAM12, the RUC40, and the ECMWF suggest the production of low level PV early in the rapid 

cyclogenesis phase of the cyclone altered the eventual development significantly through alterations to 

the low level mass fields/moisture transport and low level/upper level PV fields. Upper level PV 

destruction caused by low level latent heat release effectively ―coupled‖ the two anomalies by 

decreasing the phase speed of the lead upper anomaly and increasing the PV advection couplet. It is 

possible increased low level frontogenesis also played a significant role. Without the contribution of 



latent heat release from the DMC early in the cyclogenesis process, this storm would have been a 

relative ―non-event‖ with respect to the winter weather effects across the LBF CWA.  
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